ISSUE #2, 2020

Marketing,
Metals & Money

We’ve got all three in the upcoming issue of Up Here Business.
Make sure your message is front and centre.
Marketing Masters

You can have a great idea for
a new product or service. But
you don’t have a business until
you’ve succeeded in reaching
your intended audience with
your big idea. The North has
had its share of masters at
marketing, people who’ve created new enterprises and sectors with diligent strategies to
spread the word. But who are
the wizards today? Our cover
feature answers that question,
introducing readers to people
who come up with the brilliant
marketing ideas behind the
growth of new business.

The Base Case

Gold and minerals critical to
emerging green industries get
most of the headlines these
days. But what about base metals? They have a solid history
in the North—and a potentially
promising future, with zinc leading the pack among advanced
projects. The big question is:
Will these become mines? The
resources are great, the market
is real, but financing projects
to production is a whole other
issue. Up Here Business unpacks the opportunities and the

obstacles ahead as the North
takes steps toward diversifying
its minerals sector.
SPECIAL FEATURE:

The Money Book

Every business needs money
to grow. Here’s the good news:
You don’t have to count on bank
lending for all your financial
needs. There’s a wealth of territorial and federal government
programs to help entrepreneurs
get new ventures off the ground
or take existing enterprises to
the next level. Our handy guide
shows you where those valuable dollars can be found—and
profiles the people who’ve made
the investment work.
PLUS:
Small Business: We dive into
the question of what’s the
right-size for your business—
with expert opinion from the
trenches.
Innovation: Good ideas can
come from anywhere. Our
“Innovator” department introduces you to the people
who’ve turned inspiration into
successful businesses.

Down Time: Everybody needs
a bit of time away from the job.
Up Here Business celebrates
those valuable moments with
“Day Off,” our entertaining
interviews with entrepreneurs
about their lives off-the-clock.
You’ll also find something
tempting to tuck into with
“Food & Drink,” where the
northern business community’s
chefs and mixologists—amateur and profession—reveal
their favourite secrets.
ADDED DISTRIBUTION
Copies of the this issue will
be distributed at the Arctic
Indigenous Investment Conference in Iqaluit this June and at
the Arctic Development Expo
in Inuvik, also in June.
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